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Optimal supplier selection and order allocation for multi-product manufacturing featuring customer flexibility 
Efficient and effective supplier selection and order allocation decisions are critical for manufacturing industries to ensuring stable material flows in today’s highly competitive supply chain, in particular, when customers are willing to accept products with less desirable attributes (e.g., color, material) for economic reasons. This study terms this kind of customer behavior as “customer flexibility” and attempts to optimally solve the challenging problem of supplier selection and order allocation incorporating customer flexibility. A new mixed integer programming (MIP) model is developed to maximize manufacturer’s total profit. Due to the complexity and non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP)-hard nature of the problem, a novel hybrid constraint programming (CP) and simulated annealing (SA) algorithm “CP-SA” is developed to solve the problem optimally. Extensive computational experiments clearly demonstrate its excellent performance. 
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1. Introduction
Marketing research attests that customers are often indifferent to certain product specifications and are willing to accept less desirable product attributes in exchange for price discounts or better delivery performance. Intuitively, this extra degree of flexibility in meeting customers’ product specifications (customer flexibility) provides a way for manufacturers to improve profit by better utilizing manufacturing and supplying resources. Therefore, in order to maximize profit, it is crucial that manufacturers fully exploit the advantages of customer flexibility when performing production planning, supplier selection, and order allocation among the relevant suppliers.
Despite its significance, the challenging problem of developing suitable methods to assist manufacturers in making optimal production planning, supplier selection and order allocation decisions that incorporate customer flexibility has received very little attention in the research community. Kim et al. (2002) considered the supply network of a manufacturer that produces different types of products by using a common set of inputs (e.g., raw materials and component parts). A mathematical model and an iterative algorithm were developed to solve the manufacturer’s configuration problem. Lamothe et al. (2006) studied the supply chain design problem, and proposed an approach to assist designers of a product family to simultaneously define their design choices as well as the layout of the supply chain for delivery. However, these studies did not consider customer flexibility. Che and Wang (2008) developed an optimization model for integrated supplier selection and quantity allocation of common and non-common parts among the selected suppliers in a multiple products manufacturing environment. The model assumes that each product has a unique bill-of-materials (BOM) structure. Nonetheless, it cannot solve complex problems featuring multiple product families, and also ignores the impact of  customer flexibility. 
In this paper, each product family consists of a range of products of the same nature (e.g., shirts, hats, or bags). Each product (e.g., white collar shirt) in a product family (e.g., shirt) has a specified combination of product attributes (e.g., color, size), and is therefore called a “product variant.” The product variants in a product family are governed by a generic bill-of-materials (GBOM) product structure (Jiao et al., 2000), and may share the common use of raw materials and component modules. Where customer flexibility exists, GBOM can be used to calculate the amount of raw materials, component modules, and production resources required to satisfy the customers’ demands for different product variants. Customer flexibility must be effectively characterized and evaluated in order to apply it to the supplier selection and order allocation problem. This is a complex problem since customer flexibility is a relatively new concept which involves many uncertain and subjective factors. A fuzzy multi-attribute utility approach is adopted to evaluate customer flexibility in this paper, characterized by customer flexibility range and customer flexibility response. 
A new mathematical model is developed herein to assist manufacturers in optimally solving the integrated supplier selection and order allocation problem. The objective is to maximize the manufacturer’s total profit by making the following decisions: (1) determine which product variants are to be produced and in what quantities; (2) select appropriate suppliers based on the four most frequently used criteria, i.e., price, quality, on-time delivery (Weber and Current, 1993), and trust (Smeltzer, 1997); and (3) assign the orders among the selected suppliers. As the problem is both non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP)-hard and very difficult to find, an innovative hybrid algorithm based on the strengths of both constraint programming and simulated annealing is developed to locate the optimal solution. Simulated annealing (SA) was originally introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) and Cerny (1985) based on an analogy between the process of the annealing of solids, metals, etc., and the solution methodology of combinatorial optimization problems. SA algorithms have been widely adopted due to their strong capability to locate optimal solutions (van Laarhoven et al., 1992). Yet it usually takes a long computation time to locate the optimal solutions. The performance of the algorithm is influenced by the initial solution (Press et al., 2007). Constraint programming (CP), meanwhile, is an efficient method for quickly obtaining feasible solutions to large combinatorial optimization problems which are NP-hard. However, CP is not good at finding optimal solutions. (Steinhofel et al., 1999). The proposed hybrid algorithm overcomes the deficiencies of both SA and CP. The effectiveness of the proposed hybrid approach is evaluated through extensive computational experiments using a set of randomly generated test  problems. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature on customer flexibility evaluation models, and supplier selection and order allocation problems in multi-product manufacturing environments, as well as optimization techniques. Section 3 introduces the proposed fuzzy multi-attribute utility approach for evaluating customer flexibility. Section 4 presents a detailed formulation of the mathematical model. Section 5 meticulously elaborates the proposed hybrid CP-SA algorithm. In Section 6, computational experiments are conducted using a set of randomly generated test problems to validate the efficiency of the developed hybrid CP-SA algorithm. Finally, conclusions and suggested directions for future research are provided. 
2. Literature review
This literature review identifies methods associated with customer flexibility evaluation, supplier selection, and product management problems. In addition, the applications of constraint programming and simulated annealing for solving combinatorial optimization problems are summarized. 
2.1. Customer flexibility evaluation 
Customer flexibility reflects customer requirements in terms of preferences and constraints defined within the customer domain (Zhang and Tseng 2009). The consideration of customer flexibility allows both manufacturers’ and customers’ interests to be better served through effective demand-supply matching. So far, only a handful of research addresses the customer flexibility issue described above (e.g., Rajaram and Tang 2001). A systematic approach for characterizing and evaluating the multi-variant nature of customer flexibility is not yet available. 
On the other hand, predicting customer preferences for multi-attribute products has been a dominant theme in marketing research over the last several decades (e.g., Yoo and Ohta 1995; Murthi and Sarkar 2003). Since customer preference reflects the customer’s evaluations of different product attributes (such as technical specifications, aesthetic appearance, etc.), and coincides considerably with customer flexibility, the modeling techniques for evaluating customer preferences can therefore be utilized or enhanced to evaluate customer flexibility. 
Several studies attempt to develop suitable models for characterizing customer preference. Among these models, conjoint analysis (CA) and multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) are the most widely used. For instance, Yoo and Ohta (1995) present a conjoint analysis method for estimating the structure of a consumer’s preference, given his or her overall evaluations of a set of alternatives that are pre-specified in terms of different attribute levels. Based on the utility values of attribute levels as measured by the conjoint analysis method, the authors discuss the optimal pricing for new products. Keen et al. (2004) present a conjoint analysis approach to investigate the structure of consumer preferences on product purchasing through different retail formats. Bulter et al. (2007) explore the potential applications of multi-attribute preference models (MAPMs) in e-commerce. Zhu et al. (2008) propose an innovative fuzzy multiple attribute decision making (FMADM) approach to establish the mapping relation between ambiguous customer requirements and product design space. 
The literature on customer preference primarily focuses upon the maximization of overall customer satisfaction related to various product features or attributes. In terms of modeling techniques, the key is to develop effective methods which aggregate customers’ evaluations of different product attributes into an overall utility value. It is interesting to note that most of the related works use multi-attribute utility-based measurements to represent customer preference as a function of different characteristics. These methods constitute feasible approaches for characterizing customer flexibility because they extend customer preference to a flexible range without changing its nature as a multi-attribute measure. 
2.2. Supplier selection and product management problems 
Efficient supplier selection and order allocation are particularly crucial for manufacturing firms to ensure stable material flows in today’s fiercely competitive business environment characterized by ever-more sophisticated customers. Supplier selection and order allocation problems have attracted significant attention from researchers (Talluri, 2002; Talluri and Narasimhan, 2004). These researchers aim to resolve two significant problems: first, (1) which suppliers to select, and then (2) how to allocate orders among the selected suppliers. 
The supplier selection problem is a multi-criteria problem which involves both objective (tangible) and subjective (intangible) criteria. Dickson (1966) presented a study based on a questionnaire sent to 273 purchasing agents and managers in the United States and Canada. The study identified 23 different attributes evaluated in supplier selection and order allocation, the most important of which were price, quality, delivery time, and production capacity (Weber and Current, 1993). 
Aissaoui et al. (2007) highlight the efforts made to develop effective supplier selection and order allocation models that also consider various operating constraints and take into account a multitude of quantitative and/or qualitative criteria. Different mathematical programming (MP) techniques were widely adopted from among these efforts due to their proven success. Given an appropriate setting, MP allows the user to formulate the decision problem in terms of a mathematical objective function that subsequently needs to be maximized (e.g., to maximize profit) or minimized (e.g., to minimize costs) by varying the values of the variables in the objective function (e.g., the amount ordered from supplier X). This ability to optimize an explicitly stated objective, subject to a multitude of constraints, makes MP the most appropriate technique for solving supplier selection problems. 
Recently, as businesses are becoming more customer-oriented, product variety and specification customization are becoming major features of products in demand. An increasing number of researchers now realize the importance of integrating product management decisions with supplier selection activities. For instance, Wang and Che (2008) propose an assessment model for the part supplier selection problem that takes into account configuration change to enhance production efficiency and customer satisfaction. Huang et al. (2011) present a two-phase algorithm to tackle the issue of product part change and the associated issue of supplier selection. Kim et al. (2002) consider the supply network of a manufacturer which produces different types of products using a common set of inputs (e.g., raw materials and component parts). They developed a mathematical model and an iterative algorithm to solve the manufacturer’s configuration problems. 
In summary, most existing supplier selection models address the integration of product management decisions into supplier selection and order allocation problems, and tackle the challenge of demand-supply matching by emphasizing supply-side resource allocation and production planning decisions. Most researchers utilize mathematical programming models to resolve these problems in an optimal manner. On the demand side, however, it is generally assumed that customer specifications –  particularly product specifications – are defined without considering the customer’s specific indifference and tolerances (i.e., customer flexibility). Moreover, most research scenarios are restricted to single product family and single-period production frames. In contrast, this paper considers both supplier capabilities and customer flexibility in a multi-period, multi-product manufacturing system to maximize the manufacturer’s total profit. The proposed optimization approach is designed to simultaneously make the following decisions: (1) which products are produced and in what quantities; (2) which suppliers are selected based on criteria including price, quality, delivery time, and trustworthiness; and (3) how orders will be allocated among the selected suppliers. 
2.3. Constraint programming and simulated annealing
Constraint programming (CP) is a powerful programming technique for solving large combinatorial problems (Mackworth, 1977). Its success has been demonstrated in solving large scale problems such as job shop scheduling problems, and graph coloring problems. As a declarative language, it facilitates a declarative or procedural formulation for combinatorial optimization problems which simply states the constraints and objective function. By doing so, it allows these problems to be modeled and solved effectively since they are easier to debug than mathematical programming models. Moreover, CP has an open paradigm that is well suited for the integration of techniques from Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and Operations Research (OR). 
             CP creates models that consider combinatorial optimization problems that have a set of variables (as well as constraints on these variables) in the domain (Focacci et al., 2002). By employing efficient propagation and backtracking methods, the search space can be drastically reduced and feasible solutions obtained very quickly. Nonetheless, the CP’s capability to locate global optimal solutions is inferior to other local search algorithms, such as simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms, etc.(Steinhofel et al., 1999). 
Simulated annealing (SA) is a generic probabilistic local search algorithm (LS) used to solve difficult optimization problems. Proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983), it is based on the manner in which liquids freeze or metals re-crystallize in the process of annealing. SA accepts not only better solutions but also worse neighbor solutions with a certain probability which is called the “probability of accepting.” The probability of accepting is determined by temperature. The probability of accepting a worse solution is larger at a higher temperature. As the temperature decreases, the probability of accepting a worse solution decreases as well. Therefore, many large, difficult real-life problems were successfully solved by  SA. 
Some basic components should be included in the SA procedure: (1) configuration, (2) objective function, (3) a transition, (4) acceptance-rejection of a solution, (5) termination, and (6) a cooling schedule (Baykasoglu, 2003, Seckiner and Kurt, 2007). Configuration is represented by a solution to the problem. A transition from one configuration to another generates a neighboring solution. The acceptance-rejection of a solution depends upon the objective function value and the selection probability (Pac). If the neighborhood solution provides a better objective function value, the neighborhood solution is accepted as the optimal solution. Otherwise, the neighborhood solution is accepted based on the (Pac) selection probability. 
The major advantages of SA are its relative ease of implementation and the ability to provide reasonably good solutions for many combinatorial problems. The major drawback to simulated annealing, however, is the large computation time required due to a lack of good initial solutions and the slow, sequential nature of the annealing process within a large solution space. 
3. Customer flexibility evaluation
Customer flexibility must be effectively characterized and evaluated in order to fully integrate it into the supplier selection and order allocation problem. This is very challenging because customer flexibility is often subjective by nature. For this reason, this research proposes a fuzzy multi-attribute utility theory (FMAUT) method to evaluate customer flexibility, as characterized through the twin dimensions of range and response. Moreover, a generic bill-of-materials (GBOM) – which is widely used for effective product configurations – is adopted to correlate customer requirements and flexibility with the practical limitations of production materials. 
3.1. Customer flexibility characterization 
This section presents a GBOM modular product structure (Jiao et al., 2000) used to calculate the amount of raw materials, component modules, and production resources required to manufacture the products that satisfy the customers’ various demands. Figure 1 shows an example of a set of product variants belonging to a simple product family. A three-level GBOM product structure is used. Two OR modules and one AND module is placed at level 3. An OR module has multiple attribute levels, whereas the AND module has only one attribute level and must be selected for the final product. The intermediate parts are located in level 2, and the final product is located in level 1. K11 and K21 represent the desired OR module attribute levels which constitute the desired product variant. There are up to six product variants in this family; therefore, six is the maximum number of different combinations of OR module attribute levels herein. 

Figure 1. Generic-bill-of-material (GBOM) for a product family.
In addition, customer flexibility is characterized by both the range of the customer’s indifference to a product attribute (e.g., a specification), and his/her response to changes in this attribute. To facilitate the characterization of customer flexibility through range and response, the following notations are provided: 
3.1.1.  Customer flexibility range
Customer flexibility centers on product attributes, with its range represented as:  and its element as: . Here is a super set that contains  different product attributes.  is the set which specifies a feasible range of attribute levels (options) for product attribute .
3.1.2. Customer flexibility response 
It is very difficult to represent a customer flexibility response because a product specification involves multiple attributes and requires specific modeling to customer satisfaction. The problem could be solved by formulating customer preference functions for the product attributes based on utility theory. However, the utility-based preference measure is ambiguous by nature. A fuzzy variable is, therefore, used to denote the subjective assessment of the level of each product attribute (Liu, 1999). The credibility density function of this fuzzy variable is next utilized to represent customer preference functions that measure the utility value corresponding to a particular product attribute level. 
Figure 2 illustrates an example of a preference function denoted by the credibility density function of a triangle fuzzy variable characterizing the different diameter values of a screw. It indicates that the desired diameter value is 1 cm, with its utility value equal to 1.0. The diameter values falling inside the range (0.25-1.75 cm) are acceptable but they have different utility values (less than 1.0). 

Figure 2. Illustrative example of a preference function. 
3.2. Customer flexibility evaluation 








Since additive utility functions are widely used in marketing research, the aggregated utility value  for a product variant  can be computed by using a fuzzy additive multi-utility function according to the equation .
4. Problem statement and model formulation 
This section addresses the problem under investigation and lists the underlying assumptions for the model. The detailed formulation of the mathematical model is also introduced elaborately.  
4.1. Problem statement 
The supply chain network under investigation is illustrated in Figure 3.  A manufacturer aims to meet different customer needs by producing  product families, each with  product variants. To achieve a high service level and reduce costs, the manufacturer has to work cooperatively with its supply chain partners (i.e.,  module suppliers) while utilizing all of its manufacturing resources (OR Modules andAND Modules ) in an optimal way. The criteria for selecting the suppliers and subcontractors include price, quality, on-time delivery, and trustworthiness levels. 

Figure 3. Supply chain network. 
4.2. Model assumptions 
The various assumptions adopted to facilitate the model’s formulation are listed below:
	A finite planning horizon with multiple time periods is considered. The demand of each time period is both deterministic and varying, and has to be satisfied at the end of each period. 
	Multiple module suppliers and customers are involved, but only one manufacturer. 
	Multiple product families are produced. Each product family has a unique product structure depicted by its GBOM. Each product family consists of a range of products of the same nature (e.g., shirts, hats, or bags). 
	Each product (e.g., white collar shirts) belongs to a product family (e.g., shirts) that has a specified combination of product attributes (e.g., color, size) called a “product variants.” 
	The products share common usage of some modules. That is, one component may be used by different products. 
	The suppliers have limited capacities. 
	The manufacturer has unlimited inventory holding capacity. There is no work-in-process inventory cost but only on-hand inventory cost.
	Modules are available at the beginning of each time period, and the total capacity is large enough to meet all customer demands. 
4.3. Indices, parameters, and decision variables
4.3.1. Indices 
To begin with, the indices used in the mathematical model are:
	product family index, 
	number of product families
	product variant index, 
	number of product variants in product family
	OR module index, 
	number of OR modules
	product attribute level index of OR module , 
	number of product attribute levels for OR module
	AND module index
	number of AND modules
	supplier index, 
	number of suppliers
	time period index, 
	number of time periods in the planning horizon
	product variant  in family 
	attribute level  of OR module, named  for simplicity
4.3.2. Parameters 
















































4.4. Mixed integer programming model 
A new mixed integer programming mathematical model has been developed to describe the behaviors of the supply chain by taking into account production planning, supplier selection, and order allocation decisions simultaneously. The detailed formulation of the model is presented below. 
4.4.1. Model objective 
The objective is to maximize the total profit of the manufacturer over the entire planning horizon as expressed by Equation (1): 
                 Total profit = Total revenue - Total costs                          (1)
where total revenue is generated by selling the final product variants in all the product families, as calculated by Equation (2): 
Total revenue =                                       (2)
and total costs involve various costs as expressed by Equation (3): 
Total cost  = total purchasing cost + total transaction cost + total discounting cost 
                     + total quality penalty + total tardiness penalty + total inventory holding 
                  + total production cost + total production setup cost                                 (3)

The various cost components in Equation (3) are calculated as follows:
The total purchasing cost is in reference to the acquisition of OR modules and AND modules over the entire planning horizon and can be written as: 
                                                           (4)
The total transaction cost is a fixed cost for establishing the business connection between the manufacturer and its suppliers. This cost is strongly related to the trustworthiness of the suppliers. (Smeltzer, 1997, Tullberg, 2008). Hence, the total transaction cost over all time periods is: 
                                                                     (5)                     
The discounting cost is incurred by efforts spent in various ways of marking down the less desirable product variants in order to lure customers to buy them. It can be calculated by:
                                                                (6)
A quality penalty is incurred when the final product breaks down due to defects in the suppliers’ OR and AND modules. It can be calculated as:
                              (7)
When the service time of the final product exceeds its due date, a tardiness cost for the delay is imposed. The total tardiness penalty over all periods is:
                              (8)
The manufacturer’s total cost for carrying the inventory of OR modules, AND modules, and finished products in storage throughout the entire planning horizon is: 
                                   (9)
The production cost is dependent on the production quantities and can be written as:
                                                                         (10)
The production setup cost is both related to the maintenance of machines over the planning horizon and is independent of the workload allocated to the machines, and is represented as:
                                                                     (11)
4.4.2. Constraints 
The various operating constraints for the problem are:
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 where is a large positive number. 
                           (34)
The constraints above are comprised of suppliers’ capacity constraints (12-13) and minimum purchasing requirement constraints (14), production and resource balance constraints (15-18), demand satisfaction constraints (19-21), inventory balance constraints for raw material modules and final products (22-26), and binary and non-negative constraints (28-33). Constraints (34) are the integer constraints. 

4.4.3 Configuration constraints
Furthermore, different configuration constraints including material compatibility and operation compatibility, etc., exist. For example, a material compatibility constraint in the basic model can be written as “if K21 is used for product variant P11, K31 cannot be selected for this product variant.” In general, all configuration constraints are problem-specific and can be represented by logical expressions. The notations used to represent logical directions are:
      Logical implication, i.e., “IF-THEN”
      Logical equivalent, i.e., “IF-AND-ONLY-IF”
       NOT
       AND
       OR
By using these expressions, the aforementioned example can be written as:. 
5. The Hybrid Constraint Programming and Simulated Annealing Algorithm 
This section focuses the development of the new hybrid constraint programming and simulated annealing algorithm for solving the integrated supplier selection and order allocation problem. 
5.1 . The Hybrid CP-SA algorithm









Figure 4. Search tree for the hybrid CP-SA algorithm. 

5.1.1. Notations 
To facilitate the presentation of the hybrid CP-SA algorithm, the notations used therein are: 

Symbol	Meaning
	temperature iteration index ()
	set of indexes for all product variants
	set of indexes for all feasible solutions in an iteration
	temperature at iteration 
	the initial temperature as
	cooling rate in simulated annealing 
	optimal solution among all feasible solutions within an iteration (local optimum)
	optimal solution among all  iterations (global optimum)

5.1.2. Key Elements of the Hybrid CP-SA
(a) Solution Structure
A two-part solution structure shown in Figure 6 is used for the illustrative example shown in Figure 5 which consists of two product families with GBOMs. Family 1 has four product variants and family 2 has two product variants. The first part determines the production quantities of the product variants in each family. The second part represents the order allocation of the modules among the selected suppliers under the production plan indicated in the first part. However, it is not easy to generate feasible solutions for the first part that satisfy all of the relevant constraints, especially when the solution space is very large. Hence, the challenge should be tackled by first formulating the problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. 

Figure 5. Generic-bill-of-materials (GBOM) for two product families.

Figure 6. Solution structure.
Table 1 lists the  product variants and the corresponding production resources used. 







(b) Formulation of the Production Planning Problem as a Constraint Network 





Figure 7. Constraint network.
The arcs () represent the various constraints of this network, such as demand satisfaction, resource capacity, etc., among the product variants.  For example, the left triangle represents these three product variants (,,) share usage of the OR module option k11, likewise, the right triangle represents the three product variants (,, ) share usage of the OR module option k12. The square in the middle of the figure 7 illustrates that these four product variants (,,,) belong to product family 1 and therefore, their production quantities should satisfy its demand. The bottom line which links  and  means these two product variants belong to product family 2, and their production quantities should satisfy the demand. The diagonal line in the middle which links   and  indicates that these two product variants share same usage of OR module option k21. Likewise, the diagonal line in the middle which links   and   indicates that these two product variants share same usage of OR module option k22. 
5.1.3. Procedures of the Proposed Hybrid Algorithm
Based on the above discussions, the procedures of (CP-SA) _I are listed below:
Step1:  Set =0 and the initial temperature of SA as: , let , where andare the minimum and maximum bounds of problem complexity, and the initial acceptance probability is set very close to 1. The purpose is to set the initial temperature of SA relatively high to allow sufficient search. 
Step2: Select an input node  (product variant) for CP based on the product variant index. Set. Generate the value of  within the feasible range bounded by the various constraints using the forward testing constraint propagation method. The approach generates a solution within the domain of the decision variable and goes back to the previous step that causes the infeasibility of the solutions. 
Step 3: Search for a complete feasible solution. 
a) If , then let , use the forward testing constraint propagation algorithm to generate the value for . 
b) Otherwise, if , then one complete feasible solution  has been found. Initialize this solution as the current optimal solution. , . 
c) Based on the production plan, generate the order allocation among the suppliers, i.e., and 
d)  Obtain a complete feasible solution . 
Step 4: Generate a neighborhood solution starting from  using the forward testing constraint propagation method. Let . Repeat steps (3c) and (3d) under this newly generated production plan. 
Step 5: Compare the two solutions using the proposed SA algorithm. 
a) If the neighborhood solution replaces the current optimal solution, i.e., , whereis a real number randomly generated between 0 and 1, then , generate another neighborhood solution starting from  using the forward testing constraint propagation approach, ;
b)  Otherwise, if the neighborhood solution does not replace the current optimal    	solution, let, generate another neighborhood solution starting from  	using the forward testing constraint propagation approach, . 
Step 6: If , then repeat Step 5 until , then let , update , then go to Step 7. 
Step 7: Calculate the temperature of the new iteration: i.e., , set 	.
Step 8: Repeat Steps 2-5 until . 
























Figure 8. Flowchart of the proposed hybrid CP-SA algorithm.
6. Computational results
This section tests the performance of the proposed CP-SA algorithm on a number of randomly generated test problems. 
6.1.Application to a simple illustrative example 
The effectiveness of the proposed CP-SA algorithm has been tested using a simple example over a planning horizon of one time period. The customers have flexible specifications regarding the shape, color, and materials used for the product variants. These requirements are embodied by three OR modules which can be supplied by three different suppliers. There are two AND modules involved. The product structures of these four product families are depicted in a three-level GBOM as shown in Figure 9: 

Figure 9. GBOM for four product families.
ILOG, a Canonical Genetic Algorithm (CGA) with two problem specific heuristics to ensure the feasibility of the solutions (Mak and Cui, 2010), and the proposed CP-SA algorithm are used to solve the problem. 
Table 2 summarizes the maximum objective value, mean objective value, and minimum objective value obtained by running the algorithms five times. As shown in this table, the maximum objective values obtained by CGA and CP-SA are within 1.6% and 0.04% of the optimal solution obtained by ILOG OPL. In terms of computational time, CP-SA requires only 14% of the computational expense of CGA. This indicates that CP-SA is better suited than both ILOG and CGA for solving an integrated supplier selection and order allocation problem incorporating customer flexibility. 






6.2. Test problems and parameters 
A set of 30 test problems was generated randomly based on real-life characteristics. The number of product families considered ranges from 4 to 8, each with a unique product structure depicted in its GBOM. Multiple time periods range from 1 to 7, while multiple suppliers ranging from 3 to 6 are considered. The number of OR modules and AND modules are generated randomly between 2 and 6. Each OR module has several options ranging from 1 to 6. All of the test problems are solved by a personal computer with a dual core 2.40-GHz processor and 512MB RAM. The operating system is Windows XP professional 2002. The mathematical model and the algorithms are programmed in C++ and complied by MS VC 6.0. In (CP-SA) _I, the value for  is 60 and the maximum iteration number is set to 100. With the exception of ILOG OPL, five runs are performed for each test problem to evaluate the performance of CGA and CP-SA in order to lessen the impact of random seed and other casual factors.  
6.3. Comparisons with ILOG OPL and canonical genetic algorithm 






Table 3. Maximum, mean, and minimum objective values. 
Cases	ILOG 	CGA	CP-SA	SA	Cases	ILOG 	CGA	CP-SA	SA
1	6297116     3.1s	518190518.5s	62971164.5s	629711615.8s	16	23054334.9s	200776717.2s	229541216.3s	229531225.5s
2	12169688     3.4s	1079758115.7s	121055347.2s	1195433218.6s	17	12886613.5s	124645319.8s	12811565.8s	128313225.5s
3	17467460      3.1s	1603061818.7s	17425538      8.5s	1743523825.6s	18	199326217.9s	181961966.7s	189945625.4s	190035668.2s
4	255796993.4s	2067891026.5s	25578547      6.4s	2557865333.1s	19	840200853.7s	7835078360.6s	8300456518.7s	8355032575.2s
5	8784391.2s	87600435.9s	8782355.6s	87653238.3s	20	1610481608.1s	14786911256.0s	15809500630.2s	15684432166.2s
6	14330801.9s	123422884.4s	14210785.8s	141099688.6s	21	1147630*     163.3s	1198463210.2s   	1300589120.4s	1255302150.3s
7	1738481      2.9s	128110323.5s	173522010.3s	158765333.4s	22	---	151355376153.1s	16802004590.4s	159302546160.3s
8	821093   2.14s	67658443.9s	8200745.5s	810905      44.6s	23	---	109805417250.4s	134578902111.3s	125589011189.2s
9	13804072.2s	102490218.0s	13800567.6s	136095425.3s	24	2376304*92.9s	2418610181.5s	2589007     152.1s	2399803        179.3s
10	18764475.6s	1313153114.2s	182533611.6s	186533289.4s	25	---	3135549244.9s	3895412     160.2s	3599023265.3s
11	14815152.0s	127222417.8s	14552165.9s	145231325.5s	26	---	7014953460.1s	8105263     254.1s	8099553350.6s
12	25952292.4s	2457473103.9s	256641315.8s	255689188.3s	27	---	1123681427.1s	1588042    212.1s	1355809389.9s
13	588020047.4s	5052870045.2s	5880158815.2s	5859335655.3s	28	---	2262133180.3s	2587032     216.3s	2456782225.3s
14	9824792.7s	87185914.7s	94001512.4s	953310319.2s	29	3116447*2038.2s	3320893510.2s	3894008     135.4s	3556072399.1s
15	141700011.6s	129425493.9s	138540020.1s	138933668.6s	30	3118763*2033.3s	3381248339.5s	3977410188.1s	3867543305.3s

The computational results demonstrate that the proposed CP-SA algorithm outperforms CGA in terms of solution quality and computational time for both small (test instances 1-20) and large scale problems (test instances 21-30). For small test instances, the average difference of the solutions obtained by CP-SA is 0.092% to the optimal solution obtained by ILOG OPL. ILOG can not locate solutions for some large scale instances even after running the software for a long time (indicated by “---”). For the other large scale instances, CP-SA locates better solutions than both ILOG and CGA with an average improvement of 14.3% and 15.1%, respectively.  Therefore CP-SA is an efficient and robust optimization approach for solving the proposed integrated supplier selection and order allocation problem. 

7. Conclusions 
Modern customers are often indifferent to specifications and are willing to accept less desirable product attributes in exchange for price discounts. It is therefore essential for a manufacturer to exploit the advantages of customer flexibility in order to maximize profit. This paper investigated an integrated supplier selection and order allocation problem for a supply chain manufacturing multiple products over a multi-period planning horizon wherein customer flexibility exists. 
          A fuzzy, multi-attribute utility approach was proposed to evaluate customer flexibility characterized through both range and response. To facilitate the mapping of customer demands into raw materials and component parts requirements, the structure of the products was described by GBOMs. A novel mathematical model in the form of a mixed integer programming model was developed to assist the manufacturer in selecting suppliers as well as allocating orders optimally among them. The objective is to satisfy the customers’ demands while maximizing profit subject to various operational constraints. 
As the problem is both very complex and NP-hard, a novel hybrid algorithm based on the strengths of both CP and SA was developed as an optimization tool. Extensive numerical experiments were conducted on a set of randomly generated test problems based on real-life characteristics. The results clearly indicate that the proposed hybrid algorithm is superior to the canonical genetic algorithm with repair heuristics in locating a near-optimal solution for small and large scale problems, and that it has similar performance when compared with ILOG OPL, a commercial software, in finding high-quality solutions for small scale problems. When the scale of the problem is large, ILOG OPL cannot locate a solution even after running for a relatively long time. 
The model presented in this research assumed that the demands of all product families are deterministic. This assumption is valid and can depict a wide range of the integrated supplier selection and order allocation problems accurately. However, due to lack of sufficient information, customer demands are sometimes assumed to be stochastic. This fact will lead to further work with an investigation of the impact of stochastic demand and the development of more suitable methods to assist the manufacturer in making cost-effective decisions in future research. 
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Appendix I: Determine the retail prices for the products based on its utility value
Given the demand of each product family and the customer preferences for the multi-attribute product variants in these product families, it is necessary for the manufacturer to determine the optimal retail prices for all the product variants considering customer preferences and demand. 
         Motivated by previous research ( Tang and Yin, 2007; Urban and Baker,1997) in this field, a new bi-variant function is proposed to calculate the demand rate of multi-attribute products which is assumed to be associated only with the retail price and the utility value of the product variant. Hence, the demand rate of product variant  in product family  with utility value  and retail price  is a bi-variant function of both  and, and has the following form: 
. 
 is a positive constant number, and . 
A.1 Properties of the demand rate
1) : price elasticity measures the responsiveness of demand to a change in levels of price. . This means that the higher the price elasticity is, the more sensitive the demand is to price fluctuations. 
2) : utility elasticity measures the responsiveness of demand to a change in levels of utility of the products. . This means that the higher the utility elasticity is, the more sensitive the demand is to the changes in the utility values.
3)  is a strictly increasing function of  because of the following equation: 
.
4)  is a strictly decreasing function of  because of the following equation: 
. 
A.2 Determine the retail price for the multi-attribute product 
To determine the price  for a product variant  in product family  with utility value , the value of  needs to be determined as follows: 
Since the market demand for the most desirable product variant is =1 and , . 
    It is assumed that the optimal price is obtained under the condition when the lost sale is at its minimum. The corresponding lost sales under the following three conditions are as below: 
a) If the retail price of the product is equal to the selling price of the most desirable product, namely, , , 
the expected market demand is . 
Accordingly, the lost sale is 
b) If the retailer aims to reduce the selling price to increase market demand, then the demand of the product with utility value  is equal to the demand of the most desirable product variant, namely,
,
then .  
In this case, the lost sale is 
c) If the retail price is , then the lost sale can be shown to satisfy the equation:
 .
d) In order to determine the optimal price for product variant  in product family , compare the lost sales under the above three conditions as below:  Define,, , then 
,  . 
Thus, , namely, , which indicates that  is the lowest lost sale.  





d: current position of SA















































e=0, obtain the first feasible solution using CP

e=e+1, generate a neighbour solution using CP

Compare the two solutions using SA

Update E_Best

  



